In-Ear Headset with In-Line Mic

IMAGE S2m
It’s great that today’s phones let you enjoy digital
music files while on the go. But if you’re listening
through standard headphones and a call comes in,
you probably have to fiddle around before you can
answer. The Image S2m in-ear headset easily solves
that problem.
Complete Convenience
A compact in-line mic, with amazing intelligibility, lets
you answer or end calls with the touch of a button.
This button also lets you track forward and track back
as well as play and pause songs on a wide variety of
Apple products.
Amazing Comfort and Fit
Our exclusive oval ear tips naturally fit the contours of
your ear canals, providing comfortable long-term wear
as well as producing a perfect acoustic seal. A good
seal minimizes outside noise, also known as noise isolation, and lets you enjoy music at lower, safer volumes.
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Accommodates phones with a 3.5mm headphone jack
Answer and end calls with the touch of a button
Precise, comfortable fit for long-term wear
Superior noise-isolation design
Place free Skype calls with Wi-Fi access
Delivers smooth sound with great bass
Durable, built-in strain relief

Specifications
Frequency Response

12Hz-18kHz

Sensitivity (1mW)

106dB

Impedance (1kHZ )

18 Ohms

Premium Sound
The Image S2m delivers strikingly realistic sound
through the use of a single, moving coil driver per
channel. These customized drivers dig deep into the
musical spectrum, offering a level of dynamic detail
that many speakers can’t produce.
Added Frills
The Image S2m comes with three different-sized oval
ear tips, a carrying pouch and a two-year warranty.
Because many phones have side-mounted headphone
jacks, the S2m employs a right-angled plug that swivels
to avoid the damage that’s often associated with
straight plug designs. It’s also a feature that lets your
phone fit comfortably in your pocket.
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